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`8894'
Vinegar 1840 $1,000 Bank Notes Not Authentic

Richard Giedroyc
THIS BANK NOTE LOOKS VINTAGE, BUT IS A

vinegar-stained replica. This 1840 Bank of the
United States $1,000 bank note shows up in the darndest
places.

It's the sort of note that makes paper money dealers
and advanced collectors collectively shake their heads.
There are just so many copies of it out there in the hands
of non-collectors and beginners. Everyone seems to have
the same story about his note being found in an old chest
owned by the family for generations. Each of these notes
has the same serial number "8894."

The notes encountered with this serial number are
crisp and yellowed. They look nice and they look old to
anyone who has never handled old paper. These are one of
the most commonly encountered replicas in all of numis-
matics.

The one illustrated
is less deceptive than
many fakes. At least this
replica is printed COPY,
but many overlook such
small printing in their
wild daydreams of found
riches.

These commonly
misunderstood replicas
are made through the
same process as copies of
the Declaration of
Independence and the
U.S. Constitution, which
are sold as souvenirs.
In some manner, the paper is dipped in vinegar to ensure it
will turn yellow and crisp. Somewhere along the line dur-
ing the 1960s, somebody decided this must be what old
paper looks like.

Any older paper note or book will give you a better
idea what old paper looks like after aging and handling. It
may stay white or turn shades of gray. It becomes limp
with use. It doesn't turn yellow and crispy like a potato
chip.

The Bank of the United States, which issued the real
$1,000 note (as well as a $2,000 and $5,000 denomination),
was actually the Third Bank of the United States. The
genuine notes were printed by Draper, Toppan, Longacre

Co. These are the highest denomination notes issued by
the Bank. They represent a staggering amount of money
for 1840. At that time, a team worker on the Erie Canal
made about $13.50 in wages for a six-day work week ($702
per year). Denominations this high were typically used for
bank and business transfers.

These Bank of the United States notes of 1840 were to
be redeemed at a later date, but the bank failed before that
time ("Post" notes such as this issue were posted to be
redeemed at later dates). People holding these notes, who
were investors in the bank, were stuck with this worthless
paper. The bank's closing helped start a financial crisis
across the country.

The Second Bank of the United States was one of the
most influential financial institutions in the world between
1815 and 1832, when President Andrew Jackson and bank
president Nicholas Biddle got into a controversy. Jackson
vetoed a new charter for the bank and it closed in 1836.

The Bank of the United States issuing the $1,000
notes of 1840 was chartered as a banking institution by
Pennsylvania. The period following the closing of the sec-

ond bank is called the "Free Banking Era." It is a quarter
century period in which local and state banks issued their
own paper money, all without federal regulation. States,
private banks, railroads, stores, and individuals issued their
own notes. Some were genuine, others were from bogus
banks that never existed, while yet others were counterfeits.
A dollar issued by one bank might not be worth a dollar at
another bank. This period ended in 1866.

The vignettes on the front of the note include the
facade of the Third Bank of the United States at center. It
was formerly the Second Bank building and later served
until 1935 as the Philadelphia Customs House. To the
left from top to bottom are vignettes of David Rittenhouse,
William Penn and Thomas Paine. To the right from top
to bottom are vignettes of Robert Fulton, Benjamin
Franklin and Robert Morris.

When encountering such notes with serial number
"8894" and the tall tales that go with them, just smile and
pass on buying the notes.
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